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Hello my name is Brodie Sutherland and  I’m
running for head pupil this year . I like doing 

 sports in particular football and rugby in which at
different points have played for a team

throughout my life. this gives me the ability  to
work with others and as a team player. I struggled
though school to start with as I didn't really get the
support I needed but then found the support and
began to thrive showing  I have the ability  to  beat
challenges I have faced in my life .  I enjoy helping
others and seeing them thrive along with myself. I
also been in the pupil council at Knox this given

the opportunity to see how things are ran allowing
me to see where the school can be improved  and
the experience  of representing my peers.  I would

also say I am very hardworking at whatever I do
and will always give my best 

About me 
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I am running for head pupil this year as I want to give back
to the school . I also want to help others in the school and

give them the best possible chance  . I also feel 
 passionately about including everyone from all

backgrounds and learning abilities in the school in some
way and given them the best opportunity possible. I would
also like to drive change in the school in the way it run and
give those who struggle to find their voice representation  

 in the school. I am a very approachable person and will
listen to any suggestion made by anyone and try and act on

it to the best of my ability. Having a positive mindset is
something I have which I can use to change the school for

the better.  

Why should you chose me
for head pupil 
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Knox has bonds to community in Haddington  and east

Lothian but I would like to strengthen and consulate  these
further. I would propose that Knox is visible in our local

community and that we would offer more opportunities for
the community to come into Knox and talk to pupils. this

allows pupils to give their own thoughts on how the
community should be improve as as well. This increase Knox

involvement in the community.  

Policies 
Changing the pupil council 

focusing on better pupil teacher
relationships  

offering more in school support 

knowing how to study effectivitly 

The pupil council is a great way to allow
all years throughout the school to have
their voices heard and their thoughts
listened to. having previously been on

the pupil council myself I Know the
great benefits this can have for the

school. However I would propose that
the pupil council will have an  S1 to S3

and a S4 to S6 which will meet
separately and then occasionally come

together to discuss wider issues.
this means that every year can have
their views listen to and dealt with.

 

Knox  Academy has good teachers throughout the
school . I wish that the pupils and staff had a better
working relationship than they currently do at the
moment. to do this is I would propose that pupils

are given more opportunities   to evaluate and give
feedback on their learning experience in situation 
 like learning conversations. this help strengthen 

 the bond in the working relationship between
teachers and pupils as both views are being taken
into account . This allows learning to progress and
for everyone to get the best experience possible

when at Knox Academy 

for many S4 ,S5 and S6 knowing how to study for an
exam can be the hardest part for many of yous . I
know this myself from my own experiences and I
think that one of the many reasons is that people
don't know what works for them.  I would propose

that teachers or senior pupils show the different ways
in which you can study this would be shown in a

booklet and handed out to all senior pupils . this will
allow for people to try out different methods and find
what works for them. this will hopefully allow for them

to achieve their best in the final exam   

The school  offers  support for many pupils  which is a
good thing . however many still find it difficult to get the

support they need in school  as they  don't  know what to
do. this is something that needs to be changed and I

would propose that  various groups would be set up in
order to help young people needing support in school for

their various needs. this would mean that find the right
resources for their future learning and what they decide 

 to do next 

strengthen community ties in and out
of school  
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